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Overview
Bathroom designed as a showcase for
the MosBuild 2021 Expo. The idea was to
expend the bathroom experience beyond
just one key water element. As a result
we see water reflection on every possible
surface including walls and ceiling
amplified by color of sanitary ware. It all
works just perfect with the rest of the key
ingredient to this delicious dish.
Bathroom is a perfect marriage of
mirrors, rusty undertones with deep navy
blues grasping tropical mood, threading
together all elements such as air, water,
earth, fire and metal into relaxing home
SPA.
Water dripping on the walls of the
washing area repeating with the custom
crystal drops on the ceiling proceed to the
waterfall over bathtub by John Richard
glorious pendant.
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Scope of Work

Interior space planing
Furniture and sanitary
layout plans
Salection of sanitary ware
Custom tiles design and
production
Lighting smart control
and coordination
Floor and wall finishes
Ceiling decor
Art pieces design
Glass design
Lighting fixtures design
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The Brief

Harmonious combination
of organic shapes, refined
materials and subtle textures,
bringing serenity to this elegant
bathroom.
Bespoke tile feature wall
reflecting fire from the fireplace
and water ripples from the steel
panels over bathtub with accent
lighting creates very elegant
reading nook with a deep chair
and bespoke side table.
Rich black linen fabric by De
LeCuona upholstered Amura_
Lab chair rooting earth element
into very peaceful meditative
spot with a relaxed vibe.
Bright Flamingo reds add
richness opposed the fireplace
add warmth to the main deep
blues and greyish palette in the
project.
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Key reqiurements
The client wanted specific
colour Notte of very deep blue
in the sanitary
Water as main element and a
theme in full
The rest was completely up to
designers imagination

The Budget

Budget Agreed — GPB £ 68 479

Sanitary ware

£ 18 345

Bathtub, washbasin set, toilet
and bidet
Bathroom faucets
Bathroom accessories set
LED mirror

Contractor

£ 9 544

Installation
Architectural lights
Legrand ”Living Now”
sockets
Fireplace

Furniture

£ 15 442

Custom chair upholstered
in de Le Cuona linen
fabrics
Bespoke oak side table in
liquid metal finish

The Budget

Budget Agreed — GPB £ 211 824

Finishing
Materials

£ 5127

Lea ceramice tiles
Custom design decor tiles
The Alchemist color palette silk
paint by Finch Color
Ornamita decor steel
Wall panels AFFRESCO ID
135876

Lighting
Fixtures

£ 14 803

John Richard pendant
ESCO SVET custom
designed ceiling fixtures

DECOR

£ 7 560

Vlad Loktev
”White swimmer #2, 2019”
Greens
Ceiling golden fish decor
Crystal drops 38 pcs.
Glass design

Proposal
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Inspired by Tropical Island,
our team have selected
deep blue colour palette for
the bathroom to recreate
an elegant and tranquil
tropical Paradise to relax in.
Textured linen fabrics,
liquid metal, carefully
chosen sanitaryware and
decor made the bathroom
blissfull Island SPA
experience away from an
island.
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Result

Harmonious combination of
organic shapes, refined materials
and subtle textures, bringing
serenity to this elegant bathroom.
Not only sophisticated color
story, but completely new visual,
physical and spiritual experience.
Whilst we can not freely fly to
the tropical Paradise why not try
brining one home.
Bespoke tile feature wall reflecting
fire from the fireplace and water
ripples from the steel panels over
bathtub with accent lighting
creates not so simple but very
elegant reading corner.
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Founded in 2009 ESCO SVET is flagship
company for the presidential energy saving
project. One of our major clients has always
been Sberbank. We have produced and
supplied LED lamps for the reformatting
program for more than 1,200 branches of the
Bank throughout Russia.

ESCO has been biggest supplier for public
urban spaces, landscaping and architectural
lighting.

Since 2019 ESCO SVET works with interior
designers and moved the head office to Milan
Italy.
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Water Element
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2.

1.

Crystal drops reiterate the
rain, so that you almost can
here heavy drops symphony
performance.
Same does a signature John
Richard pendant over the
bathtub.

To achieve a shimmering deep
waters effect on the ceiling we
selected a darker colour palette
with The Alchemist by FinchColor 546 “Pinot Noir to be” silk
finish on custom decorative
panels with goldfish.

3.

Bespoke Water Lily leaves and
flower statement brass pendants
made with delicate acrylic water
drops linger the Pan Asian theme
of koi fish lake. So the persona
can soak not only body but soul
into the relaxing tropical bliss.
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Tropical Paradise

4.

An ideal touch of escapism in this
bathroom is provided by AFFRESCO
hand painted wallpaper.
Striking panoramas of wallpapers
blissfully coexist with beautiful
bathroom fittings from The ART Ceram
shown in deep blue.
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5.

Bold color of wallpaper panels
menagerie in a dance with glass
door design creating a rainforest
oasis.
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Fire and Earth
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6.

7.

8.

Delicate texture on the
decorative Ornamita steel
placed on wall by the bathtub
ripples creates an opulent
effect reflecting light makes
it layered yet simple interior
design scheme.

Rusty golden shimmer on the
custom designed tiles done by
Victoria Kiorsak Design Studio
incorporate the colours and
tones of the previous space of
washing area seamlessly guide
the design into reading nook
by the fireplace.

Gorgeous artwork by Loktev
Vlad on the noire dark wall
with LeaCeramice tiles the
whole theme is inspired of the
opposition between petal wall
and contrasting tiles like day
and night, light and shadow,
makes the washing room full of
energy, dynamics, expression
and emotion.
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Reading nook
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9.

Detailed silver metal finish on
the bespoke side table placed
by the fireplace elegantly
legged masterpiece.

10.

This decorative curved armchair in de
LeCuona linen to be placed by the fireplace.
Liquid silk bespoke cushions define depth
and pure comfort of the chair.
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Design Pieces
Most pieces are ether custom
designed or collectibles, some very
much unique.
Carefully considered lighting creates
a warm and welcoming atmosphere
and provides delicate accent lighting.

Custom panels AFFRESCO
Botanica

Elegant leg of the bespoke side table
strategically placed near by bath
and chair separates fire from water
and works perfectly for cup of tea,
glass of wine or a book.
Custom design interior lighting
and crystal drops

Vlad Loktev
“White swimmer #2”

Bespoke side table
Liquid metal finish

Custom design glass decor

Thank you letter

I personally work with many designers throughout my
working process. This project is not my first work with
Victoria but she always finds a way to surprise me
with her perception of reality and stunning results.
I dare to say in Moscow she might be one of the
most sought-after interior designers working
internationally as she does projects round the globe.
Her design studio was established over 18 years ago
and continues to create unmatched luxury interior
designs for the most demending clients. I work with
Victoria over years and must say I respect her artistic
eye as well as a business leadership. Her design
studio encompassing architectural design, interior
design, project management, product design and
property development and bespoke furniture as well.
An innate sense of style has defined Victoria’s life
and shaped her design philosophy. At the heart of
her unique capabilities and exceptional performance
are the core values of building lasting relationships
in every spectrum of work operations, being flexible
and adaptable in the face of new opportunities and
challenges. And it is challenging work indeed being in
Interior Design Business in Moscow.
Victoria works tirelessly in all her design pursuits.
She is impressively hardworking person and not
only has her Interior Design School she also teaches
classes for the Russian Academy of Design. She also
produces new artists.
I am grateful for this astonishing work and looking
forward for our next projects with her.

Jacob Kanjo
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